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This product 

supports dimming 

Caution- The max wattage 

for this fan is 300w. Lamps 

exceeding this wattage could 

damage the control and receiver. 
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WARNING: 

�-..,,,,.., � This product has no air guide function.
Lil This gray line is redundant. Do not remove 

the insulation terminal to avoid electric shock. 

If airflow is desired in the opposite direction,
turn the fan off and wait for the blades to stop turning. 
Slide the reverse switch on top of motor assembly to 
the opposite position and turn fan on again. 
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Reverse Switch Information 

Rotation Direction 
Summer Clockwise 

Switch Position 

Right 

Winter Counter-Clockwise Left 
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CEILING FAN LIGHT 

READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS 

CAUTION: 

1. Be certain that no bare wire strands are exposed outside of the wire connectors
2. Disconnect power at main circuit breaker to prevent possible injury from electrical shock.
3. Warning - to reduce the risk of electric shock, this fan must be installed with an

isolating wall control/switch
4. Warning - to reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, or personal injury, mount

to outlet box marked (a) acceptable for fan support of 22. 7 kg or less,
and use mounting screws provided with the outlet box.

5. The fan must be mounted with the fan blades at least 7 feet from the floor to prevent
accidental contact with the ceiling fan.

ASSEMBLY & INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

Notice: 
1. This product contains chemicals known to the state of California to

cause cancer, birth defects and / or other reproductive harm. Thoroughly wash
hands after installing, handling, cleaning, or otherwise touching this product.

2. Before using this product and doing maintenance, please read these instructions carefully
and save them for future use.

3. This product is suitable for use with solid-state speed controls
4. The installation is to be in accordance with the national electrical code,

ANSI/NFPA 70 and local codes.

5. After being wired, the ungrounded wire and grounded/grounding wire must be separated in
two side of the outlet box

6. The splices, after being made, should be turned upward and pushed carefully up into
the outlet box.

7. The remote controller is suitable for ceiling fan use.
8. This unit is packed completely for ceiling fan use.

Disconnect the power before installation. 
Use and Installation: 
Remove all fixture components and the parts bag from the carton. 

1. Fix ring A(X)to fixture body(L) with screw(J),the groove of the fan blade(R) is aligned

with the bolt on the motor(N)shaft, lock pin(S)blocks fan blade(R)through motor(N)shaft

hole,then Plastic fastener(T) is used to screw into the middle axis of the motor (N)

to tighten and fix the fan blade (R).Secure the glass(P) onto the ring A(X) and the

ring B(W) using the screw(I) and the finial(Q). Install light bulb (0) into socket(M)

threading in a clockwise direction.align the installation hole of the protective net(U)

to the ring B(W), tighten it with screw(V).

2. Pass fixture, safety cable(l) and wire through the rod(B).place the rod

into the center column(E),align the holes at the bottom of the rod with the center

column and carefully insert hitch pin(F) through,theninsert the lock pin(G) through

the holes near the end of the hitch pin. Tighten the screws(H) with tool.

3. Put the canopy (5) and hanging ball (D) through the wire, through the safety cable (1)

and through rod (B), insert the pin (C) into the rod (B) side hole ,

insert the pin (C) into the positioning groove of the hanging ball (D),

and lock the screw on the side of the hanging ball to fix it on the rod (B).

4. Secure the hanger bracket(A) to the junction box with the screws (4) and

washers (3) ,then place the downrod ball(D) into the hanger bracket (A).
An additional safety support is provided to prevent the fan from falling. Secure the
safety cable to the ceiling joist with screw and washer,as illustrated in Figure 1.

5. Connect main power wire from junction box with the wires of the controller, black
with black, white with white and attach fixture ground wire and ground wire from outlet
box with wire nut. Connect the output wires from controller and fixture wires with wire
connector, colors: black with black, white with white, blue with blue.

6. Secure the canopy (5) to hanger bracket (2) with screws(6) .
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